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CITY COLLEGE CENTER FOR THE ARTS (CCCA) hosts an ambitious,
year-round calendar of student and professional performances. Our mission
is to provide a creative arts center and focal point for The City College of
New York, building a sense of community within the College, elevating the
profile of Aaron Davis Hall in the greater New York area, and connecting the
College to the surrounding community through the arts. Aaron Davis Hall,
home to CCCA, features two theatre performing arts complex that presents
public performances and exhibitions and serves as the cultural hub of upper
Manhattan and Harlem. ADH is the only cultural facility of its kind between
Lincoln Center and uptown Manhattan and is used by groups like New York
City Opera, Dance Theatre of Harlem, Ballet Hispanico, Harlem School of
the Arts, and so many other community based and nationally recognized
organizations.
For more information about renting our facilities, joining our mailing list, or
a listing of future events, please visit our website at
www.citycollegecenterforthearts.org
THE CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK, founded in 1847 and the flagship
college of The City University of New York, is a comprehensive teaching,
research, and service institution dedicated to accessibility and excellence
in undergraduate and graduate education. City College provides a diverse
student body with opportunities to achieve academically, creatively, and
professionally in the liberal arts and sciences and in professional fields
such as engineering, education, architecture, and biomedical education.
CCNY is committed to fostering student centered education and advancing
knowledge through scholarly research. As a public university with public
purposes, it also seeks to contribute to the cultural, social, and economic life
in New York.

Connect with CCCA Today
For the latest news on the City College Center for the Arts, including
future events, please consider joining our mailing list by signing up at
www.citycollegecenterforthearts.org

After the show, please take a moment to share your experience with us and others:
• Tweet about us @ccnyarts
• “Like” us on Facebook “CCNYArts” and discover exciting photos, news, and videos
• Follow us on Instagram @CCNYArtscenter and check out great content and stay up
to date on our creative happenings.
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FEATURING

DEAN SCHOMBURG
grandson of Arturo Alfonso
Schomburg, historian, writer
and activist

JEH JOHNSON
grandson of Charles S.
Johnson, President of Fisk
University

CARLOS HANDY
grandson of W.C Handy,
famed musician and “Father
of the Blues”

AND

- Special Guest -

Jonathan Capehart
Moderator

Music Provided by
James Austin Jr. Trio

OUR MODERATOR
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Jonathan Capehart
is an opinion writer for and a member of The
Washington Post editorial board. He also hosts the
“Cape Up” podcast at the paper and is an MSNBC
Contributor, who regularly serves as a substitute
anchor.
Between his column, podcast and substitute hosting,
Capehart has interviewed important political leaders and cultural icons.
Among them include, Speaker Nancy Pelosi, Vice President Joe Biden,
Senator Kamala Harris, Attorney General Eric Holder, Attorney General
Loretta Lynch, and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Capehart
has also interviewed actor Mark Hamill, jazz greats Wynton Marsalis and
Nancy Wilson, Academy Award-winning actor Christoph Waltz, dancer
and choreographer Savion Glover and Dr. Ruth Westheimer.
Capehart was deputy editorial page editor of the New York Daily News
from 2002 to 2004, and served on that paper’s editorial board from 1993 to
2000. In 1999, his 16-month editorial campaign to save the famed Apollo
Theater in Harlem earned him and the board the Pulitzer Prize for Editorial
Writing. Capehart left the Daily News in July 2000 to become the national
affairs columnist at Bloomberg News, and took a leave from this position
in February 2001 to serve as a policy adviser to Michael Bloomberg in his
first successful campaign for New York City mayor.

THE INFLUENCERS
Alfonso Schomburg (1874 – 1938) was born in San Juan Puerto
Rico and died in Brooklyn New York. He came to these shores
in April of 1891 and immediately began to immerse himself in
helping the islands of Puerto Rico and Cuba rid themselves of
Spanish colonization and domination.
He also began his lifelong search for proof that people of color
worldwide had made significant contributions to civil society in
all manner of human endeavors. He began collecting this evidence and amassed
thousands of items including literature, art, music, artifacts and ephemera with
unsurpassed passion. His efforts were acknowledged by a broad cross section of
participants of the Harlem Renaissance, including black literati and luminaries
who understood the importance of Schomburg’s life and work.
He could rightly be called the “Reference Librarian” of the Harlem Renaissance.
Among the many academicians with whom he interacted was Charles Spurgeon
Johnson, a sociologist who convinced Schomburg to join him in Nashville to
develop and curate a Negro component of Fisk University’s library. It was Johnson
whose extensive contact with leaders of the Rosenwald and Carnegie Foundations,
among others, that led to the eventual establishment of the New York Public
Library’s Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture.
The leading musician of the Harlem Renaissance era, W.C. Handy, was one of
Schomburg’s friends. In fact, Handy wrote a musical selection for Schomburg that
he titled “The Collector”, in honor of Schomburg’s extraordinary ability to discover
and recover all manner of items that spoke to the contributions made by people of
color throughout the diaspora.
There were many, many more participants in the Harlem Renaissance who called
upon Schomburg to direct them to the sources that he knew could be helpful to
them as they pursued their many and varied cultural and artistic endeavors in their
examinations of the global black experience.
Schomburg was father to seven sons and one daughter. Dean Schomburg is the
son of Arturo’s seventh son, Carlos Placido Schomburg.
Brooklyn-born Dean Schomburg, grandson of noted bibliophile Arturo
Schomburg, is a retired broadcast journalist. His work involved on-air television
and radio positions with the Wall Street Journal Radio Network, ABC Radio
Network, Eastern Educational Television Network, WQXR and WNCN radio
stations and WPIX Television in New York City. He was co-owner of a radio
station in Altoona, Pennsylvania.

Charles Spurgeon Johnson (1893 - 1956) was an author, educator,
college president and one of the most prominent and prolific Black
sociologists during the 20th century. He was most well known for
making Fisk University the major Negro center for social research
in the South and one of the outstanding research institutions in the
entire field of race relations.
Johnson completed his doctoral degree in 1917 at the University
of Chicago. While a student in Chicago, Johnson assumed
responsibility as director of research and investigation for the Chicago Urban
League. During World War I, he enlisted in the U.S. Army and served in France.
Johnson returned to Chicago after the war, one week before the race riot of 1919.
He completed a study and analysis of the race riot and a plan to study its causes.
The governor of Illinois accepted his plan and appointed Johnson associate
executive secretary of Chicago’s Commission on Race Relations. His research
ultimately became The Negro in Chicago, the first of numerous published studies
of the cause’s urban riots and their consequences. This highly acclaimed study
led in 1921 to Dr. Johnson being appointed director of research for the National
Urban League. In 1923 Johnson founded its professional magazine, Opportunity,
which published a wide variety of social science research and popular essays
which revealed the impact Jim Crow on the African American community at
that time.
In 1928, Dr. Johnson became the first chairman of the newly established
Department of Social Sciences at Fisk University. He viewed the move to a black
institution as strengthening his scholarly work by enabling him to acquire more
white philanthropic research funding. In recognition of his efforts to place Fisk
University on the academic map, he was appointed the first black president
of Fisk in 1948. Dr. Johnson served in this capacity, did further innovative
research, and received many accolades and honors until his death; most notable
are the 1930 William E. Harmon Gold Medal for distinguished achievement
among African Americans in the field of science. He served on the National
Housing Commission under Herbert Hoover and on the U. S. Committee on
Farm Tenancy under Franklin D. Roosevelt. In 1934, he was elected the first
African-American trustee of the Julius Rosenwald Fund and in 1937, he became
the first African American elected vice president of the American Sociological
Society.
Jeh Charles Johnson, grandson of the noted sociologist Charles S. Johnson,
has had a distinguished career combining private law practice and senior-level
public service, including three Senate-confirmed presidential appointments. In
public life, he served as Secretary of Homeland Security (2013-2017), General
Counsel of the Department of Defense (2009-2012), General Counsel of the
Department of the Air Force (1998-2001) and as an Assistant United States
Attorney for the Southern District of New York (1989-1991). In private practice,
Secretary Johnson is an experienced litigator and trial lawyer, and a Fellow in the
American College of Trial Lawyers.

William Christopher Handy (1873-1958) is best known as the
songwriter and composer who changed the course of popular
music by integrating the blues idiom into then-fashionable
ragtime music.
Going against family tradition, he began to cultivate his interest
in music at a young age and learned to play several instruments,
including the organ, piano, and guitar. Longing to experience
the world, Handy left his hometown in 1892. He traveled
throughout the Midwest, steeping himself in the music of the
Mississippi Delta and of Memphis, and he began to arrange some of those
tunes for his band’s performances. Unable to find a publisher for the songs
he was beginning to write, Handy formed a partnership with Harry Pace
and founded Pace & Handy Music Company (later Handy Brothers Music
Company, a thriving music company that still survives today and is the oldest,
family-owned, entertainment company in the United States).
Handy worked during the period of transition from ragtime to jazz.
Drawing on the vocal blues melodies of African American folklore, he added
harmonizations to his orchestral arrangements. His work helped develop the
conception of the blues as a harmonic framework within which to improvise.
Handy’s blues were meant not to commiserate with the hardships of the past,
but to embrace it and move towards the future through new styles of singing
and dancing.
Handy’s reputation really took off in 1918 after he moved to New York City.
America wanted to dance and forget the sufferings of World War I. Many of
the jazz groups began to play Handy’s blues in a happy, upbeat form, conducive
to the social transformations America was experiencing. Benefiting from
the emergence of new technologies in phonograph recordings and the radio,
dissemination of his music all over the country. It was only after America went
through these experiences did it then become aware of the raw blues style that
is very popular now. However, we would not be pursuing these now, if Handy
had not introduce the Blues back then in 1912.
Physicists Carlos Handy, grandson to “Father of the Blues” W.C Handy, was
hired by Clark Atlanta University in 1983 as an associate professor of physics.
During his time there, he received grant money from the National Science
Foundation (NSF), which led to his discovery of the Eigenvalue Method
(EMM) technique. With a second grant from the NSF, Handy established
the Center for Theoretical Studies of Physical Systems at Clark Atlanta
University, a research and student mentoring center. Throughout his career,
Handy published numerous research articles. The most recent of these was
an extension of EMM to determining the symmetry breaking regime of an
important pseudo-hermitian system, and application to Regge pole scattering
analysis in atomic and molecular physics. His professional concerns include
the need for modern facilities in physics education as well as student’s early
mastery of calculus.
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